Pottery At Home
The Green Man
Faces in everything we see
Beating isolation,

People and Trees are
Still Beautiful
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My Daily Walk

Inspiration! Is key
Finding a source of inspiration gives our work some context and
the natural world is a very good place to start as we know. In
times of isolation the simple sights we have taken for granted
become more important and with time on our hands it’s a great
opportunity to look closer and make more references, to peer
deeper and longer and to become more informed. An historical
link will make it all the more worthwhile making a connection with
the past but bringing it into the present. It can be a platform for a
new take on an old idea, a development, nothing in the art world
is original at all. We can harness an idea and own it, make it our
own, it all starts with research. Presently a walk in the
countryside or our daily allowed exercise makes us venture out
into the world. The world seems all the brighter and our senses
are heightened, it’s a perfect time to use the visual nourishment
in our artwork.
During my recent daily walk into the countryside I felt in awe of
the beauty of the dead and decaying acorns and leaves which
had dropped from the trees. The colours and the patterns, the
structures and the shapes. My imagination flowed and I saw
those patterns and shapes and textures in clay but I also saw
faces in the trees and arms in the branches. Maybe my isolation
from family and friends, familiar faces helped me to to create the
faces in the trees which I walked amongst, it all seemed so
poignant. I thought of how important and much loved trees are
and how historically and in films trees can often be portrayed as
almost human.

The Green man came to mind. 2
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The Green Man is a legendary being
primarily interpreted as a symbol of rebirth,
representing the cycle of new growth that
occurs every spring. The Green Man is
most commonly depicted in a sculpture, or
other representation of a face, which is
surrounded by, or made from, leaves
•

•

Round
Identifying the central shape
for your hollow form

Oval
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The Green Man

Although you can work straight onto the clay surface it often
saves time and effort if you make a paper plan first. Make
drawings of the green man and then develop your idea based
on a long oval or a round foundation for the face
It helps if you cut out multiple leaves of different sizes to play
with, cut one out first using paper. You can draw around this on
clay. Roll a sheet of clay out to cut the leaves from, draw
around the leaves then cut using a pin, remove the clay form
around the leaves to preserve the shape until it is firmer. Make
a few different sizes and keep in plastic for later use. Do not
make them too thin, use guides to keep a regular thickness.

The Green Man In Clay
What you already know, consolidating.
This is a project which requires a hollow form as a base for development. If clay is too thick it will explode! The reason being the
thickness of the clay will make it almost impossible for the center of the work to dry completely before firing. Its essential clay is
completely dried out before it can be fired so the thinner the clay wall the better. If clay is thick or solid during the firing the
moisture in the center of the clay piece which has not thoroughly dried will heat up and bubble finally turning to steam. The
pressure of the boiling moisture and the build up of steam within the piece which is drier on the outside and therefore
inconsistent in its overall dryness will cause the piece to explode. Apart from this a solid form is a heavy ceramic form too.

There are many ways to ensure a piece of clay is hollow one is to take a lump of clay and form the basic shape of the
main structure and then hollow it out using a scooping modelling tool. This is a technique we have used so far for our
projects. However it is simpler in this case to work over a hump created using a piece of bubble wrap, rollout a piece
of flat clay to cover it and then sculpt. Alternatively if you have a concave dish mould you can create an oval or round
form in the mould. Wait for it to become hard enough then remove from the mould and place it onto a board to work
upon further. (If you use a hump mould-a plaster of Paris or otherwise firm hump structure, you must ensure you
remove the clay from it before it shrinks and becomes too hard or even cracks around the edges). Whatever method
you use for your primary shape (the face)it will need to be oval or circular , you will then need to be place it on a
board which you have covered with a piece of newspaper to prevent it from sticking.

Leave the dish mould until the clay is firm
enough to remove the dish (face) Place
bubble wrap underneath to support it whilst
you start to create the face. Make coils to
create a T bar a third of the way down the
face shape
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Creating the Green Man Face

After adding the T bar
add balls to either side
of the nostril to sculpt
into the form of a nose
You can add one in the
middle for height

Smooth the additions
into the face modeling
a suitable shape with fingers
or modelling tools

Add a ball and flatten for the eye and split. Open the lid add pupil and sculpt into shape

Roll out a large slab of clay to place the face onto once you have completed it. CUT A HOLE OUT OF THE BACK PLATE NAD ADD FIXING POINTS!
Ensure you leave space around the perimeter for the leaves. Add a coil around the face and secure by smoothing it in well

Add 2 balls and a coil to sclpt the mouth from
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Now build up your design playing with the leaves placing them here and there until you are satisfied they look right then use
slurry to stick them on, model them in and firmly adhere. I placed the four corner leaves on first and created some symmetry
before adding the rest. Yu can work leaves over each other however I preferred to cut them to fit which tool for ever!
Add a few acorns don’t over do it. Us the old acorn shell to pattern and texture the cup before adding the oval nut,
It does not need to be hollow. Stick well. Tidy up your piece when it is firmer and leave to dry very slowly.
Any leaves sticking up will be fragile so keep them stuck down. Weight edges with something light if they start to curl as they dry.
Keep and eye on you work as it dries and leave it in a cool place to dry slowly. Well done!
After a bisque firing it will need a stoneware glaze to render it frost proof. It could alternatively have been made in a terracotta clay
and put indoors during winter
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Why not stylise your green man or create a contemporary woman embellished with natural forms
Consider making a sprig to create moulds for multiple pieces.
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The Green Man
“Remember me, try to remember.
I am that laughing man with eyes like leaves.
When you think that winter will never end,
I will come.
You will feel my breath,
a vine caressing your foot.
I am the blue eye of a crocus,
opening in the snow,
a trickle of water, a calling bird,
a shaft of light among the trees.
You will hear me singing
among the green groves of memory,
and the shining leaves of tomorrow.
I’ll come with daisies in my hands –
we’ll dance among the sycamores
once more.”
– Lauren Raine,
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Keys To Success
• Always keep spare clay in a plastic bag to
ensure it does not dry out
• When making your hollow form if you use a
mould which you drape clay over you must
remove it as soon as you can so it does not
dry out too much. Make thicker rather than
paper thin leaves.
• Leave hollow face to get firmer before sticking
clay leaves upon. If it becomes too hard it will
not join!. Keep an eye on your clay as it dries.
Use plenty of slurry and do not forget to tidy
with a sponge.
• Keep soft and hard clay separately.
• Hard clay can be returned to us we will recycle
it. You can use your soft clay for another idea
but return it if you don’t wish to we can use it!
• Look at YouTube video ,Quick tips 2,. How to
look after your clay

Important information
Send clay back you do not use. Separate the
hard from the soft clay and keep the soft clay
in plastic
We will fire your hollow form and anything you
make with your spare clay its included in the
parcel cost
Put your finished piece into plastic once it has
dried enough to appear strong. Do this before
it completely dries out and becomes brittle it
will be too difficult to transport without
breaking it at this point. Completely dried out
clay which breaks can not be repaired easily.
After firing your work will be in a new clay
parcel with glazes for painting the cost of your
glaze box will include firing.
Return your box within 7 days so that we can
reuse the tools and prepare for another
person. Lost tools will be charged for.
Above all HAVE FUN!!
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